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Abstract: This paper gives the relation between strength of fuzzy graph, based on fuzzy adjacent matrix is
established. The edge sequence, composite fuzzy walk, inverse fuzzy walk and reach ability of fuzzy graph is
introduced through fuzzy walk and fuzzy path. The number of edge sequence with reference to fuzzy adjacent
matrix under max min composition is proposed. The diagonal entries of fuzzy adjacent matrix is zero in fuzzy
intersection operation. The equivalence relation on fuzzy path is interpreted.
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INTRODUCTION operations. The max-min composition is the best known

A Fuzzy set [1, 2] is a generalization of classical set walk in a fuzzy graph is introduced in this paper. In
and the membership function is the generalization of addition to this the inverse fuzzy walk is defined. Various
characteristic function. Some elements of fuzzy set may results characterizing fuzzy walk [10, 11] and its varieties
have the degree of the membership zero. This makes the with respect to fuzzy graph is studied. Throughout this
right choice to consider elements having the nonzero paper simple fuzzy graph is considered.
degree of membership in a fuzzy set [3, 4]. Most fuzzy
relations used in real world applications do not represent Preliminaries
a concept. This gave birth to fuzzy graph theory. Definition 2.1: A fuzzy graph is a pair of functions G: ( ,
According to Rosen field fuzzy graph is a generalization µ) where : V [0,1] is a fuzzy subset of non-empty set V
of the conventional graph [5]. and µ : V xV  [0,1] is symmetric fuzzy relation on  such

The fuzzy adjacent matrix [6, 7] is probably the most that for all x,y in V the condition µ(u,v) (u) (v) is
frequently used matrix representation  of  a  fuzzy  graph. satisfied for all (u,v) in E.
It can be manipulated in many ways than a non square
matrix. In many with an edge, but rather a route to be able
to go from one vertex to another in some number of steps.
Although two vertices in a given fuzzy graph may not be
adjacent, they might be adjacent to a common neighbor,
or more generally they might be connected by a sequence
of edges. This idea captured the existence of fuzzy walk
and its varieties in a fuzzy graph.

Fuzzy relations [8, 9]  in  different  product  spaces
can be combined with each other by theoperation
composition.  Different versions of composition have
been suggested which differ in their results and also with
respect to their mathematical properties and fuzzy Fig. 1: Fuzzy Graph (FG)

and most frequently used. Thereby the composite fuzzy
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Definition 2.2: Let G = ( ,µ) be a fuzzy graph. The degree Definition 2.9: The length of a fuzzy path n>0 is the
of a vertex u is d(u)=  µ(u,v). number of nodes contained in the fuzzy path and is a sum

u v.

Definition 2.3: For two (not necessarily distinct) vertices is 3.3.
u and v in a fuzzy graph FG, a u-v fuzzy walk in FG is a
sequence of vertices in FG, beginning with u and ending Definition 2.10: A vertex in a fuzzy graph vi is said to be
at v such that consecutive vertices in W are adjacent in accessible or reachable from vj if there is a fuzzy path from
FG with µ(vi, vi+1)  0 such a fuzzy walk in FG can be vi to vj with µ(vi, vi+1) >0.
expressed as W = u0 µ(u0, v1), v1 (v1, v2), v12(v2,
v3),…,v  (v , vn) where vi vi+1 FG for (0 I n–1). Definition 2.11: Two u-v fuzzy walks W= (u= (u =  u0,n–1 n–1

The fuzzy walk W is said to contain each vertex vi(0 i n) µ(u0,u1), u1 µ(u1,u2) u2 µ(u2,u3),…, u µ(u ,u1) and  W’
with µ(vi, vi+1) 0 and each edge vi vi+1 (0 i n–1). = (u = v0, µ(v0,v1), v1 µ(v0,v1), v2 µ(v2,v3),…,v µ(v ,vk),

Example: a µ(a, b) b µ(a, c) c µ(b, c) d µ(d, e) e represents i, j with (0 i k)(0 j k).
a fuzzy walk in fuzzy graph 1.The vertices a and e are
terminal vertices. Definition 2.12: An edge sequence is a sequence of

Definition 2.4: The length of W is min µ(vi, vi+1) for all vertex in common with the edge preceding it and one
nodes contained in the fuzzy walk. vertex in common with the edge following it.An edge may

Example: The length of fuzzy walk of fuzzy graph 1 is 0.3. A fuzzy path, a circuit and a fuzzy walk are all special

Definition 2.5: A fuzzy walk whose initial and terminal
vertices are distinct with µ(vi, vi+1) 0 is an open fuzzy Definition 2.13: Let p and q be two fuzzy walks given by
walk; otherwise it is closed fuzzy walk with µ(vi, vi+1) 0. p =  ,…,  and

Example: a µ(a, c) c µ(c, d) d µ(d, e) e µ(e b) b represents then we can form the composite fuzzy walk p q = max min
open fuzzy walk. (u0, µ(u0, u1), u1, µ(u1, u2), u2, µ(u2, u3), ..., u , µ(u , uj),
µ(a, c) c µ(c, d) d µ(d, e) e µ(e b) b µ(b, a) a represents v0, µ(v0, v1), v1, µ(v1, v2), v2, µ(v2, v3), ..., v , µ(v , vj), v )
closed fuzzy walk of fuzzy graph 1. and p q = min max (u0, µ(u0, u1), u1, µ(u1, u2), u2, µ(u2,

Definition 2.6: A fuzzy walk in a fuzzy graph in which v3), ..., v , µ(v , vj), v ) by first traversing p and then along
µ(vi, vi+1) 0. is no repeated is a trail in a fuzzy graph. q.

Definition 2.7: A fuzzy path in a fuzzy graph is a Definition 2.14: The inverse of p is p  = (uj, µ(u , uj), ,...,
sequence of distinct nodes v0,v1,v2…, vn such that for all µ(u2, u3) u2, µ(u1, u2) u1, µ(u0, u1) u0).
µ(vi, vi+1), µ(vi, vi+1)>0..

Example : a µ(a, b) b µ(b, c) c µ(c, d) d µ(d, e) e µ(e, b) b graph FG. For every u-v fuzzy walk W in FG there exists a
represents fuzzy path of fuzzy graph 1. u –v fuzzy path P such that every µ(vi, v )  0, with

Definition 2.8: The strength of the fuzzy path min µ(vi,
vi+1) for all nodes contained in the fuzzy walk. Proof: Among all u-v fuzzy walks in FG, let P = (u = u0,

Example: The strength of the fuzzy path of fuzzy graph 1is v) be a u-v fuzzy walk of minimum length for which every
0.5. of P belongs to W.

of the membership values.

Example: The strength of the fuzzy path of fuzzy graph 1

j–1 j–1

k–1 k–1

vk = v) in a fuzzy graph are equal if j = k and ui = vj for all

membership values of edges in which each edge has one

not appear more than once in an edge sequence.

examples of an edge sequence.

q= ,…, ). If uk = v0

j-1 j-1

j-1 j-1 j

u3), ..., u , µ(u , uj) uj, v0, µ(v0, v1), v1, µ(v1, v2), v2, µ(v2,j-1 j-1

j-1 j-1 j

1
j-1

Theorem 1: Let u and v be the two vertices of a fuzzy

i+1

(0 i n–1) of P belongs to W.

µ(u0, u1), u1, µ(u1, u2), u2, µ(u2, u3) ,…, u , µ(u , uj) uj =j-1 j-1
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Claim: P is a u-v fuzzy path in FG If atj = µ(vj, vt) then vt is adjacent to vj and so there
Assume on the contrary that P is not a u-v fuzzy path

in FG.
Hence some nodes in FG must be repeated say ui = vj

for some i and j with (0 i j k).
If we delete the nodes ui+1, ui+2,,…,uj from P we

arrive at the u-v fuzzy walk
W’ = (u = u0, µ(u0, u1), u1, µ(u1, u2), u2, µ(u2, u3) ,…,

u , µ(u , ui) ui = uj µ(uj, u ), u , ,…, µ(u , uk) uk = v)i-1 i-1 j+1 j+1 k-1

whose length is less than k.
Hence every edge of W’ W which is impossible.
Therefore P is a u-v fuzzy path in FG.

Theorem 2: Let FG be fuzzy graph [6, 7]with vertex set 
V = {v0, v1, v2 ,..., vn} and fuzzy adjacency matrix A . ForFG

each positive integer k, the strength of the fuzzy path in
FG is the (i,j)  entry in the matrix A .th k

Proof: Let denote the (i,j)  entry in the matrix A  for ath k

positive integer k.

Thus A’= A and  = a .ij

We proceed by induction on k.
For vertices vi and vj of FG there can be only one vi

– vj fuzzy path of strength min µ(vi, v ) and no vi – vji+1

fuzzy path of strength min µ(vi, v ) and this occurs if aiji+1

= min µ(vi, v ) or aij = 0 i+1

Therefore the (i,j)  entry in the matrix A is the numberth

of vi – vj fuzzy paths of strength min µ(vi, v ) in a FG.i+1

Thus the basic step of induction is established.
We now verify the inductive step.

Assume that for a positive integer k, that  is the

strength of the fuzzy path k in FG.
We show that the (i,j)  entry in  gives theth

number of different fuzzy paths of strength min (µ(vi,
vi+1))   in FG.k+1

First observe that every fuzzy path of strength min
(µ(vi, vi+1))   is obtained from a vi – vj fuzzy path ofk+1

strength min (µ(vi, vi+1))   for some vertex vt in FG that isk

adjacent to vj.
Since A  = A , it follows that the (i,j)  entry in k+1 k th

in A  is obtained by max-min composition.k+1

That is  = atj.

By induction hypothesis for each integer t with
(0 t n) the integer  is the number of fuzzy path vi – vt

of strength min (µ(vi, vi+1))   in FG.k

are aij(k) different vi – vj fuzzy path of strength min (µ(vi,
vi+1))   in FG whose next to last vertex is vt.k+1

On the other hand if atj = 0 then vt is not adjacent to
vj and there is no vi – vj fuzzy path of strength min (µ(vi,
vi+1))   in FG whose next – to- last vertex is vt.k+1

In any case atj gives the  number  of  different
vi – vj fuzzy paths of strength (k+1) in FG whose next-to-
last vertex is vt. Consequently the total number of
different vi – vj fuzzy path of strength (k+1) in FG is .

Therefore by the Principle of Mathematical induction,
 is the number of different vi – vj fuzzy path of strength

k in FG for every positive integer k.

Theorem 3: Let A  be the fuzzy adjacency matrix of FG.FG

Then the (i,j)  entry in A  under the max-minth k
FG

composition is the number of different edge sequences of
k edges between v  and v .i j

Proof: The result is proved by induction on k.
Assume that the result is true for any positive integer

k+1.

= (i,j)  entry of A ) ° (i,j)  entry of A ))th k th
FG FG

= (number of different edge sequence of 
k edges between i  and j  vertices) ° th th

(number of different edge sequence of 
1 edge between i  and j  vertices)th th

= max[min((i,j)  entry of A , (i,j)  entry of A )]th k th
FG FG

= number of different edge sequence of (k-1) edges
between i  and j  vertices.th th

Now consider

= ((i,j)  entry of ) ° ((i,j)  entry of A ) ) th th
FG

= (number of different edge sequence of k-1 edges
between i  and j  vertices) °th th

(number of different edge sequence of 1 edge between ith

and j  vertices)th

= max[min((i,j)  entry of ) ° ((i,j)  entry of A )]th th
FG

= number of different edge sequence of k edges  between
i  and j vertices.th th

Theorem 4: Let A A  be the fuzzy adjacency matrix ofFG FG

FG with n vertices and



( , ) , , ,

0
i j

FG
v v ifi j in theneighborhood

A
otherwise
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B = A A A ... A . Then the diagonal entries in B pattern recognition, robotics, computer networks. Along2 3 n–1

is always zero. with these the edge sequence and composite fuzzy walk

Proof: Let A  = a A  = a  be the fuzzy adjacency matrixFG ij FG ij

of FG. CONCLUSION

It has been observed that the trivial fuzzy walk on

But walk on fuzzy graph is not a closed fuzzy walk. Under max-
x  Y = min (x , y ). min composition is the number of different edgeij ij

Now A  = A ° A necessary condition for existence of fuzzy path in fuzzy2

= max[min((a , a )] walk is given.ij ij

And A A  = min [a , max[min(a , a )]2
ij ij ij

=[min(a , b )] REFERENCESij ij

= µ(v , v ) > 0 for i ji j

= 0 for i = j 1. Timothy J. Ross, 1997. Fuzzy Logic with Enginering
A A A  = [min(a , b , c )] Applications, Mc Graw- Hill, Inc.,2 3

ij ij ij

= µ(v , v ) > 0 for i j 2. Zadeh, L.A., 1965. Fuzzy Sets, Information andi j

=0 for i=j Control, 8: 338-353.
3. Zimmermann, H.J., 2010. Fuzzy Set Theory And its

Repeating the process we get A A A ... A  for i = Applications, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Boston2 3 n–1
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